Its Not You Its Me

Shes heard all the lines. Now its time for
the truth!Charlie has to keep pinching
herself to believe shes leaving Australia for
a trip to Europea generous gift from her
family, who know how tough her life has
been lately. But the last person Charlie
expects to bump into on the plane is Jasper
Ash, international celebrity, rock-star
sex-godand Charlies former best friend,
flatmate andalmost-lover!Its been three
years since Charlie impulsively jumped
into bed with Jas, then a struggling student.
But their nearly-one-night stand had just
been warming up when Jas began the male
backing off ritual, practically sprinting out
the door with the classic excuse, Its not
you, its me. Yeah, right. Everyone knows
what that means: It is you! Not pretty
enough, not successful enoughjust not
enough.Charlie has dealt with itand a
whole lot morebut the unanswered
questions still niggle. Acting on impulse
once again, she invites Jas to join her own
European tour! And as they share hotel
rooms, play at being tourists and dodge
Jass determined groupies, it becomes clear
theyre both at a crossroads in life. Before
they can move on, they finally have to deal
with the unfinished business between
themstarting with a serious conversation
about that night.

There is an old Seinfeld episode in which George Costanzas girlfriend breaks up with him by explaining, Its not you,
its me. - 10 min - Uploaded by Coach Corey WayneCoach Corey Wayne discusses why when a woman says Its not you,
its me, whats she Ever said, Its not you, its me to someone? It may be the worst breakup cliche. Which is a shame.
Because sometimes sometimes it is you. No one likes to hear it and when its said, it sounds like a load of crap: Its not
you, its me. While it can be a total load of crap and the person1)The biggest lie ever truly means, its not me, its you. 2)A
warning sign for getting dumped. 3)A way to get out of a relationship while causing yourself the I am unhappy in my
relationship, I announced to my therapist one day. I may have used an adverb for more dramatic effect. I am
MISERABLYIts not you, its me. I hope we can still be friends. Have you ever used these lines while breaking up with
someone? If you were the dumpee did it make youSo I called him up last night and told him it was over, but it wasnt him
it was me. by eight March 29, 2004. 145 14. Get the mug. Get a Its not you its me mug forIts not you, its me is a popular
phrase used in the context of breaking up, and is intended to ease the dumpees feeling in the knowledge that it wasnt
their fault,[A2A] They mean it most of the time. Trust me, though women can be complicated creatures.. We do not
wish to be so too. Every individual desires to haveWhen it comes to cliche break up lines, weve just about heard them all
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When a man decides that he is going to end things between the two of you, it is a veryThe earliest uses of it in
newspapers is from the sports world: players either apologizing for or boasting about their abilities but it moved from
one field to Relationships, like most good things, can come to an end. Rather than looking for blame, move on and take
the lessons. It may just mean youre The most common breakup line of all time, but theres probably more being said
here. Heres what its not you, its me really means. Anyone whos done their share of dating has probably been on one
side or the other of the Its not you, its me routine. These five common Its not you, its me, is probably the most textbook
breakup line there is. Its also probably the worst line anyone can give you because, well,Its not you, its me. One of the
most used break-up excuses there is. Chances are you may even have used it yourself. However, if youre the one on the
___. Its not me, its youok maybe its me. Ever have that feeling that things are supposed to turn out a certain way based
on how you feel in
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